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“ A thrilling take on ‘Cinderella’ with magic and dragons.” —Kirkus

“ An engrossing Cinderella story with deeper friendships, heaps more adventure, and 
an extra dash of dragons.” —Booklist

“ An empowering fairy-tale retelling about friendship and chosen family.” —SLJ

julie abe’s adventurous  
heroines & magical worlds

✦ dragons ✦ magic ✦ fantasy ✦ family ✦ coming-of-age
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also available in ebook

  “The thrilling story deepens 
both character relationships  

and the magical mythology of  
the extraordinary world; the 
same easy charm of the first 
book is present, but here the 

stakes are higher, the danger is 
darker, and Eva must work even 
harder as a beacon of hope and  
resilience in the middle of it all.  

A gripping and enchanting  
sequel.” —Booklist

 “As captivating and charming 
as before.... Compelling,
suspenseful adventure....  

An enchanting, magical read.” 
—Kirkus
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also available in ebook 
and audio 

“A great series starter and an 
easy recommendation for fans 

of myths, legends, and 
fantasy-adventure. Action with 

myth and heart.” —SLJ

“Tessa’s journey provides 
young readers with a new 
heroine whose emotional  

core is rock solid.” 
—BCCB

“A delightfully spirited Japanese 
mythology–inspired adventure 
that’s full of heart.” —Kirkus

“[A] high-energy...coming-of-age 
story.” —Booklist
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A Bank Street Best Book
A Kirkus Best Book

A New York Public Library  
Best Book

A BookRiot Best Book

 “Bewitching—a must-read for 
fantasy lovers.” —Kirkus

“Abe’s marvelously magical world 
strikes an excellent balance 

between the familiar and the 
whimsical...wonderful world 

building and realistic bonds to 
form between the characters. 

Satisfying.” —Booklist

“A novel well worth the read.” 
—SLJ

“This fantasy will appeal to fans 
of Kiki’s Delivery Service by 

Eiko Kadono and A Snicker of 
Magic by Natalie Lloyd.” —SLC

on sale august 20
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In this thrilling new adventure, 
Tessa Miyata and her best friend 

Jin must battle the gods…
and win. With magic abound 
and stakes higher than ever, 

this is a perfect pick for fans of  
Amari and the Night Brothers!


